
I was picked up from the airport by Rahul Ji, the program coordinator for Asha GRAVIS project. 
As I was short of time we went straight to one of the new school started in Gajnawas, where i 
was with  the members of the village development committee. After a warm welcome and 
introductions, we discussed about how the GRAVIS project has impacted them. I received 
positive feedback from all members and they looked very excited wanting to continue such 
projects. We also discussed how the beneficiaries are selected, how much VDC is involved in 
the process etc. 
 
New School added in Gajnawas 
Next we visited the classroom. There were 39 students attending total. I counted around 30 girls 
and 9 boys. Higher girl to boy ratio seem to be true for most GRAVIS schools. The kids in the 
classroom sang us few poems, did numbers, couple simple addition problems. There are 4 
classes in the same room. We should add another teacher and at least divide it in two classes. 
Especially if we can recruit more kids. The hamlets/houses here are spread out. Kids have to 
walk a lot in hot sun. So mainly the kids only from surrounding helmet attend this school. 
The teachers in the schools aren’t very qualified. The reason is if you get teacher from outside, 
they won’t stay. So you have to hire someone local. GRAVIS does provide teacher training. I 
made a suggestion to add more teacher trainings. We also discussed options of adding mid day 
meals, but that adds lot more complications. 

 



 
Self Help Group: Next I met one of the locally formed SHG. It is hard for me to understand the 
local Marwari dialect so i had to communicate through Rahul Ji and Khem Singh Ji 
(Asha-GRAVIS field coordinator). Both Rahul Ji and Khem SIngh Ji had good repo with 
everyone, and asked good questions. We asked them if they see any advantages of starting the 
SHG. Two of the women in the group had purchased goats through the money and it’s helping 
them. One woman wanted to take training to make detergent. One other was thinking about 
getting a sewing machine. 
 

 
 
Taankas: We visited few different Taanka owners. That’s generally the most fulfilling part of my 
site visit. All the families i meet are always very excited and happy about Taankas. I saw few 
innovations this time.  

● Taankas with Hand Pump on the top. This way they do not need to keep the Taanka 
open and pull water out of it. The Taanka remain clean, also less chance of a kid or 
animal falling in the Taanka 

● Water collection from rooftops instead of catchment area. This works well for the families 
with concrete or tin roof tops, as they are cleaner. Also easier to maintain/cheaper. 

 



 
Taanka with HandPump on the top and rainwater harvested from the roof. 
 

 
Really poor family living in remote dunes, father can’t work anymore due to silicosis. They have 
two kids that don’t go to the school as they need to take care of the goats, their only source of 
the income. GRAVIS got a Taanka build for them that helps them with water security. I 
discussed with Rahul Ji and Shashi Ji to help them get BPL status so that they can get benefits 
from the government. 
  
 



 
As this was pre monsoon season, all the families i met have their Taankas filled by water 
tankers for Rs 300-500. Once they have monsoon, it will get refilled for free for them. 
Asha Gravis project built more than 50 Taankas last year. The cost and effort is shared by 
GRAVIS and beneficiary. 
 
 
Naadi 
Asha GRAVIS project currently doesn’t support any Naadi’s. We visited two Naadis as GRAVIS 
had requested for a one time funding for one of the Naadis to be desilted/redug and made 
usable again.. Naadi is basically a rainwater collected water source in a pond like structure, 
that’s used by the whole village. You can get daily drinking water from here or you could also 
get a tanker filled to get your household Tannka refilled. It’s lot cheaper and easier if they have 
water source available right in the village. It especially impact the girl children as they are the 
one who get the duty of fetching water. This makes the water fetching lot quicker and easier. 



After a few years of use the silt gets added in the Naadi, and it needs to be desilted. 

 
 
 
Khadin 
 
This is traditional rainwater harvesting system in farmlands, by constructing the earthen 
embankments built across the lower hill slopes. In 2016, 10 khadins have been constructed in 
project.  I visited two of the Khadins and also met the beneficiaries. With help of Khadins they 
are able to get two crops sometimes instead of 1. Or they can get 1 crop with higher water 
requirements like Chana. Good thing about Khadins is, they only get better with more use and 
require very little maintenance. I asked one of the beneficiary how long he thinks it will benefit 
him. He said at least his lifetime, and then it’s onto his son. Rahu Ji and I discussed that we will 
wait for an year or two before we add more Khadins to get more data from the beneficiary 
families in the way they are impacting them. 



 

Khadin Benefciary 
 
 
Bheel Basti(Sandstone Quarry workers) School  Last we visited the school GRAVIS started 
in the Sandstone Quarry workers colony. This is a very important school to have as it helps the 



local kids a lot as otherwise the parents tend to take them to the quarries with them. The 
Quarries aren’t a safe environment for kids, specially with the risk of Silicosis. The school 
currently is not in good shape and needs rework. The ground area needs to be cleared, would 
be good to have few plants/trees, school building can be repaired, and most importantly toilets 
need to be added in the school. 

 



 
 
Meetings: 
I met with the following people in separate and group meetings to discuss the current project, 
our learnings, improvements/changes we can make: 

● Shashi Tyagi: Co-founder of GRAVIS and the Secretary of the Board. Shashi Ji was very 
keen to get the Quarry Workers (Bheel Basti), school fixed and toilets added. We also 
discussed ways to support advocacy for the local people/kids with the government 
authorities. 

● Dr. Prakash Tyagi, the Executive Director of GRAVIS. In addition to discussion around 
project expansion, teacher training etc, Dr Prakash Tyagi suggested if we can support 
X-Ray machines for the local GRAVIS hospital as it can help out the local communities. 
We also had discussions around Health camps and how they impact local 
communities/especially women and kids. 

● Rahul Mishra: Rahul Mishra is Program coordinator for Asha-Gravis project. He has 
been involved with the project since its inception. We discussed about how the project 
has impacted the 12 villages so far, and how it can be expanded to the new villages. We 
discussed about possibility of adding some of the drier/remoter villages in Jaisalmer 
area.  


